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The design and application of special-purpose par
allel systems have witnessed a rapid industrial growth
in recent years and have become a key technology for
the new information age.

Recent technological ad

IP libraries to develop effective harware/software co
design solutions.
The paper Formal Behavioural Synthesis of Handel

C Parallel Hardware Implementations from Functional

vances in Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs )

Specifications by A. Abdallah and J. Hawkins empha

coupled with Hardware Compilation techniques allow

sises the use of algebraic laws of functional program

parallel programs to be cut'ned into application-specific

ming to transform high-level specifications into Handel

circuits rather than machine code running on a stan

C programs which, in turn, can be compiled into effi

dard processor. Due to the massive parallelism in Lhe

cient circuits running on reconfigurable hardware.

hardware implementations, programs can potentially

The paper An Approach to the Introduction of For

achieve enormous improvement in speed. Equally im

mal Validation in an Asynchronous Circuit Design

portant, the applications can be implemented by pro

F low by Dominique Borrione et. al. describes a method

gr amme rs systematically applying parallel program

for asynchronous circuit design which includes auto

ming principles and techniques rather than thinking

matic synthesis, simulation, and formal verification.

about hardware design and structures. Design meth
ods and tools for effectively enabling this technology

The paper Towa'f'ds

Verifying

Parametrise.ri Hard.

wa'f'e Libraries with Relative Placement Information

have been an exciting research area for the past decade.

by Steve Mckeever, Wayne Luk and Arran Derbyshire

This Minitrack specifically focuses on the use of For

presents a framework for verifying compilation tools for

mal Methods for engineering special-purpose parallel

parametrised hardware libraries. Pass separation tech

systems.

niques are used to verify a procedure for compiling de

The main purpose is to bring together an

international audience of researchers and practitioners

signs with relative placement information into designs

actively involved in the formulation, design, and devel

with explicit placement coordinate information.

opment of correct and efficient parallel systems. The
MiniLrack programme consists of six accepted papers.
The paper Stream Process ing Hardware from Func

l,iunnZ Lang1wge Specifications by Simon Frankau and
Alan Mycroft decribes the de sign of a first order
fUllctional programming language SASL for compil
ing·"est,,.ided functional programs directly into hard
wa.re.

The main design aim is to achieve a stati

cally allocated stream-processing language where input
streams cannot be rewound.
The paper Fi e ld Modifiable A'f'chitecture with FP

GAs and

its Design/Verification/Debugging

Methud

ologies by M. F1;ljita, et al. proposes Field Modifiable
Architecture

(FMA) tha t

exploit microcontrollers and

The paper Combining Imperative and Declarative

Hardware Descriptions by Tim Todman and Wayne
Luk describes an approach for hardware development
that involves both imperative and declarative descrip
tions.
We hope that this Minitrack will provide a lively at
mosphere for productive discussions on many aspects
of the presented papers.
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